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Prof. Dr. Amitabha Dasgupta, Director, BIET in his Inaugural address, welcome the invited dignitaries of IEEE and offered a short Profile of the Institute, the heritage of Birbhum and the Institute’s prolonged commitment towards nurturing the creative inclination of the students.
Prof. Jayanta Kumar Sen, veteran Professor, reminisced on good old days of involvement with IRE and his academic involvement out there. Quite poignantly he emphasize on the necessity of the IEEE involvement.

Prof. Salil Kumar Sanyal, Chairman, IEEE Calcutta Section, elaborated on the genesis of IEEE and various paradigms that IEEE is currently pursuing. He welcome & encourage the students of BIET with his vibrant speech.
Dr. Iti Saha Misra, Chair Ieee Wie, Affinity Group Calcutta Section, discussed in length about the constitution of Women In Engineering(WIE), Affinity Group, IEEE Calcutta Section, and she stressed on the need for the cooperation of budding women engineers in the group. She motivates the students with her presentation.

Prof. Kalyan Kumar Mallik, Vice-Chair Educational Activities, IEEE India Council, on his Invited Talk described with suitable examples the “Infrastructure and Application
Trends of ICT”. He covered a widely spread topic from human rights role to the latest technological trends that is required for the development of ICT. Students are very much benefited interacting with him in Q&A after the talk.

Prof. Atal Chowdhury, in his inimitable style justified the inclusion of the term “ENCOMPRESSION”, coined from the two words ‘ENcryption’ and ‘COMPRESSION’ into lexicon.

Prof. Uma Bhattacharya, Hod, Department Of Cse, Besu, Shibpur, in the third Invited Talk discuss about the WDM Optical Network and its role in the near future in communication.
Faculty and Students participating in the program, full house.

**PROJECT COMPETITION**

BIET also organized a project competition in hardware and software category with a number of student from different discipline and years successfully participating into it. The projects demonstrated some very skillful and intelligently devised creative model prepared by the students of BIET under the assistance of some competent faculty members.
A judges panel consisting of IEEE delegates and Professors of BIET evaluated the projects and offered them the prizes and certificates according to the merit of the project.
In the Valedictory session Prof. A Dasgupta Director, BIET, thanked the IEEE delegates for their effort to initiate such constructive academic activity inside the institute and assured his full cooperation on behalf of the Institute to carry on such endeavor in future.

*Prof. S. K. Sanyal, Chair, IEEE Calcutta Section,* receiving the memento from the program coordinator.

*Dr. Sharmin Parveen, Secretary, Wie Affinity Gr., Calcutta Section,* receiving the memento.
The Picture Perfect—the IEEE delegates with the faculty and the students of BIET